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Partnerships May Be Key to Affordable 401(k)

Offerings for SMEs

by Steve Brown  small business human resources employees

Summary: As SMEs seek to attract and retain employees by offering enhanced

benefits such as 401(k) plans, financial institutions predict major growth in this

business line. Some CFIs have already begun partnering with retirement service

providers to put together affordable and streamlined offerings.

Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups have been around since the 1920s, when they were created by H.B. Reese, a

foreman for Milton Hershey’s chocolate company. Though he made other candies, the peanut butter cups

became his most popular product. After Hershey bought Reese’s company, they launched a series of

commercials where one person carrying chocolate would crash into someone else with peanut butter and the

ingredients would mix. After sampling the combination, the pair would comment on the amazing taste,

followed by the slogan “Two great tastes that taste great together!”

As evidenced by Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups’ longtime standing as a popular candy in the US, some things are

just better when paired together. A few financial institutions believe that may be the case with banks and

retirement services providers in assisting small and mid-sized enterprises (SMEs) with 401(k) plans.

Growing Opportunity. As SMEs struggle to attract and retain employees amid an ongoing tight labor market,

one way many organizations are attempting to differentiate themselves and make their businesses more

appealing to workers is by enhancing their benefit offerings, particularly retirement vehicles such as 401(k)

plans. As a result, many SMEs are looking to offer retirement benefits to employees for the first time, creating

an attractive business opportunity for financial institutions.

Financial difficulties that the pandemic created for many people, coupled with inflation and widespread fears of

a recession — or even a depression — have led to a shift in the things people value most from their employers

and an enhanced focus on saving for retirement. Fidelity Investments found that 57% of people who use

retirement plans sponsored by an employer would rather have larger employee match contributions to their

individual portfolios than extra time off. This reality has not been lost on employers. A recent report by HR and

actuarial consulting firm WTW found that 55% of employers are bracing for challenges in attracting and

retaining employees over the next couple of years, with 35% of those businesses hoping to combat the

problem by differentiating their defined contribution plans from those offered by their peers.

In addition to a greater focus on savings among employees, larger government tax credits available for small

businesses that add retirement plans to their benefits packages have also been a driver of heightened interest

in 401(k) plans for SMEs. The 2019 passage of the Setting Every Community Up for Retirement Enhancement

(SECURE) Act reimburses SMEs for up to 50% of the costs of implementing new retirement benefits for

employees for three years, up to a maximum $5K per year. In June, the US House of Representatives passed

the Securing a Strong Retirement Act of 2022, which would increase coverage of implementation costs for new

retirement plans at SMEs to 100%, up to $5K per year, with an additional credit for contributions made on

behalf of individual employees up to $1K over five years. While it remains unclear when, or how, the Senate

will pass similar measures under its proposed Enhancing American Retirement Now (EARN) Act, there is good

reason for financial institutions to be optimistic about ongoing SME interest in retirement plans.
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Better Together. With a growing number of SMEs looking to implement 401(k) plans, a handful of financial

institutions have already begun offering such services through partnerships with retirement service providers.

A community financial institution (CFI) in Ohio paired with Pai Retirement Services to introduce a 401(k) plan

targeting SMEs. The program provides employers 18 options that they can customize by adjusting factors

such as matching formulas, eligibility requirements, and nonelective contributions.

One Texas-based CFI has partnered with BPAs and Lincoln Financial for its 401(k) offering.

JPMorgan Asset Management is also among the financial institutions to introduce similar programs. The

institution has paired with SS&C Technologies Holdings to handle the record keeping for its Everyday 401(k)

offering. The bank has already attracted more than 1.3K SMEs, 90% of which are introducing first-time

retirement plans.

Partnering with retirement service providers enables financial institutions to provide 401(k) solutions that

include support resources for SMEs without the need to further tax their own employees. This approach also

enables SMEs to offer sophisticated technology offerings without having to build them from scratch.

With interest in 401(k) plan services rising among SMEs and several banks already marketing such offerings,

CFIs would be well served to examine the viability of adding such programs to their own offerings, particularly

since partnerships with retirement services providers can make doing so a manageable proposition.

STATE-OF-THE-ART ANALYTICS WITH EXPERT INSIGHT

Looking to maximize your business opportunities with the highest level of compliance? PCBB’s Advisory

Services, including CECL, Stress Testing, and Customer Profitability, provide state-of-the-art analytics with

insight from our team of expert advisors to do just that. Contact us today at info@pcbb.com for more

information.

ECONOMY & RATES

Rates As Of: 11/28/2022 05:34AM (GMT-0800)

Treasury Yields MTD Chg YTD Chg

3M 4.41 0.19 4.35

6M 4.67 0.10 4.48

1Y 4.73 0.10 4.34

2Y 4.46 -0.02 3.73

5Y 3.87 -0.36 2.60

10Y 3.68 -0.38 2.16

30Y 3.71 -0.46 1.81

FF Market FF Disc IORB

3.83 4.00 3.90

SOFR Prime OBFR

3.80 7.00 3.82
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